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WASHINGTON DULLES INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT 
METROPOLITAN WASHINGTON AIRPORTS AUTHORITY 

 
ON-CALL AIRSIDE PAVEMENT MANTENANCE AND REPAIR SERVICES 

 
SOLICITATION NO. 1-13-C080 

 

RESPONSE TO OFFERROR QUESTIONS 
 
Date:  March 28, 2013  

 
 
1. Are there any prevailing wages associated with this project? 

Response:  No.  
 

2. How many locations and what size patches should we expect? i.e. if work scheduled for a single night is a 
100 square feet, is it expected to be for example 2 locations of 50 square feet each or 20 locations of 
various dimensions? 
Response:   The size and number of patches vary widely, i.e. some may be as small as 3 inches x 3 
inches, some are as large as or larger than 12 inches x 100 feet. Normally a section of the airfield is 
scheduled for closure so repairs can be made however it is possible that you may be working in more than 
one location each night. 
 

3. Is regular housekeeping acceptable or a sweeper truck is required every night? Does work carry over for 
over one night for the same location? 
Response:   A vacuum truck is required EACH night for clean up during and after repairs are made. It is 
possible that work would continue the next night in the same location depending on the schedule that is 
provided, however, after each night of work no holes can be left open as the areas are opened back up 
each morning for air traffic. 
 

4. Is work guaranteed on a nightly basis? 
Response:  No. Work is generally performed five nights per week.  Poor weather conditions or an 
extenuating circumstance involving flight delays or security issues may reduce the schedule.  Conversely, 
at times the work schedule may exceed five nights per week based on work load.  
 

5. Is it safe to expect a nightly production of 100-150 square feet for item 1 PCC Partial Depth Repairs? 
Response:  Normally production of the incumbent is at least 100-150 square feet however, the amounts 
are not guaranteed as it will depend on the repair crew’s efficiency and the amount of work available.  
 

6. Typical work hours noted in the statement of work are 2300 to 600.  Are these hours guaranteed, or 
further limitation is expected due airport operation? 
Response:  The hours of work are not guaranteed due to weather or extenuating circumstances such as 
flight delays or security issues.  
 


